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Abstract: - Passwords continue to remain an important authentication technique. The probabilistic contextfree grammar-based password cracking system of Weir et al. was an important addition to dictionary-based
password cracking approaches. In this paper, we show how to substantially improve upon this system by
systematically adding keyboard patterns and multiword patterns (two or more words in the alphabetic part of a
password) to the context-free grammars used in the probabilistic password cracking. Our results on cracking
multiple data sets show that by learning these new classes of patterns, we can achieve up to 22% improvement
over the original system. In this paper, we also define metrics to help analyze and improve attack dictionaries.
Using our approach to improving the dictionary, we achieve an additional improvement of ∼33% by increasing
the coverage of a standard attack dictionary. Combining both approaches, we can achieve a 55% improvement
over the previous system. Our tests were done over fairly long password guessing sessions (up to 85 billion) and
thus show the uniform effectiveness of our techniques for long cracking sessions.

Keywords: Keyboard patterns, multiwords, password cracking, dictionaries, probabilistic grammars,
authentication.

1. Introduction
Passwords today remain a key to authentication security despite many newer proposed techniques such as
biometric based techniques and dual factor authentication. The primary reason is the ease of use and the ability
of humans to remember reasonable sized passwords. Because of their fairly universal use, it is often necessary
for law enforcement to be able to crack passwords and thus it has been important to make progress in cracking
techniques. The forensic setting we consider is an offline attack in which law enforcement has the hashes of a
set of passwords and needs to make guesses until a sufficient number of the hashes are identified. Additionally,
password cracking is often used in corporations to crack the passwords of machines for which the password has
been forgotten or for which the password is no longer available because an employee has left.
In this paper we also discuss how to analyze, create and use attack dictionaries more effectively. We develop
measures using precision and coverage to compare such dictionaries with respect to reference sets. This work
also explores use of secondary attack dictionaries that can be used in the probabilistic password cracking to give
more weight to some words over others. Note that attack dictionaries in PPC are used only to replace an
alphabet component when generating a password guess. In the literature, some of the studies analyzing
dictionaries.
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2. Background and Previous Work
A. Previous Work
There have been many studies that have explored how users choose passwords [13]–[15] and recent
studies have turned to greater exploration of the strength of passwords [4], [7], [9], [16]. Interestingly enough,
however, there are not many studies that explore keyboard shapes and how often users choose keyboard
combinations or that explore the strength of such keyboard patterns. For example, the focus of Luca et al. [17] is
mainly on how to define such structures. The authors use directional line segments (of varying lengths) they call
a stroke and can thus describe a shape on a 10 digit PIN pad.

B. Probabilistic Password Cracking
We substantially improve the probabilistic password cracking system (PPC) of Weir et al. [1] In our work. The
authors derive a probabilistic context-free grammar from training on large sets of revealed passwords. This
grammar is then used to generate guesses based on the various probabili- ties found in the training data. The
authors show how guesses can be generated by PPC in highest probability order which is the optimal off-line
attack if no other information were known. There are two major phases in this password cracking approach:
1) Training: This phase generates the context-free grammar from a training set of disclosed real user
passwords. The observed base structures and their frequencies are derived from the training set of
passwords. Probability information for digits, special characters and capitalization are also obtained.
This information is used to generate the probabilistic context- free grammar. The probability of any
string derived from the start symbol is then the product of the probabilities of the productions used in
its derivation.
2) Generating Guesses: The guess generation phase gener- ates the possible password guesses in
decreasing probability order using the context-free grammar obtained from the previ- ous step.
Multiple dictionaries can be used with probabilities associated to each.

3. Keyboard patterns
A keyboard pattern is generally considered to be a sequence of keystrokes on the keyboard, without regards to
the actual characters typed, but that instead creates a physical structure (shape) of the characters that can be
remembered.

A. Finding Keyboard Patterns and Ambiguity Issues
Generating guesses in highest probability order using a context-free grammar relies on the grammar being
unambiguous. This ensures that there is a well-defined probability for a guess which only depends on a single
unique derivation. A grammar is ambiguous if there are two or more different derivation trees for a terminal
string. Consider the following grammar:
S → L5D3|L5K3
L5 → alice
D3 → 131|123
K3 → 123| asd

B. Keyboard Patterns and PCFGs
In lines 1 and 2, for passwords asdf and q1q1 respectively, the count of the grammar rule S → K4 would
increase by two, and there would not be an increased count for the rules S → L4 and S → LDLD. These counts
are ultimately turned into transition probabilities for these rules. Further, if a password such
as john was encountered, then the original base structure L4 would be increased by one but there would of
course be no corresponding keyboard structure. Notice that we can maintain the notion of a context-free
grammar.

C. Using a Training Dictionary
The above rules would however classify the password component tree as a K4
that it might be preferable to view such components as English words.
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D. Implementing Probability Smoothing

Fig. 1. Comparing password crackers using Combined-set in log scale:
A) Hashcat is used with Best64.
B) Hashcat is used with Deadone.
NPC is extremely dominant in both figures.
A. Cross Testing
In the series of tests reported on so far, we have been training and testing on sets from similar data.
This is where both NPC and PPC have the advantage of training on a set that is similar to the target set. It is
often the case that one might not know the target or might not have sufficient training passwords available. So
in the next series of tests shown in Fig. 2 we explore this issue.

Fig. 2 . Comparing password crackers in log scale using:
A) Combined- training and Yahoo-test,
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4. Attack Dictionaries
In dictionary based attacks, a list of words called an attack dictionary (or just dictionary) is used along
with different mangling rules to create password guesses. Therefore in order to correctly guess a password
the attacker needs to not only
Yahoo-test in Fig. 3A and Rockyou-test in Fig. 3B and found that the cracking curves were consistent
with the precision and coverage metrics, with better rates of cracking for dictionaries having higher
coverage/precision. Note that the Rockyou dictionary has higher coverage since it is calcu- lated with
respect to Combined-test, which contains mostly Rockyou passwords.
We next created different dictionaries from dic0294 by systematically altering coverage and precision to
see how the cracking changes. In our first series of experiments we used the baseline dic0294 and
calculated its metrics with respect to the reference Combined-test.
C (dic0294, R Combined ) = 0.55,
P (dic0294, R Combined ) = 0.06
We then created two dictionaries as variants of dic0294, increasing the coverage to 0.7 and 0.9
respectively without changing the precision. We call these variants dic0294_c70 and dic0294_c90. The
sizes of these variants increased to about 1.56 million and 2.58 million respectively.
1
nn = nr (

P

− 1)

(1)

Since in cracking we would not know the actual target set, we explored the use of the metrics derived
from reference Combined-test by testing.

Keyboard and Alpha String Usage
The CSDN passwords have a lower percentage of passwords that partially contain keyboard patterns, but
a higher percentage of passwords that entirely consist of keyboard patterns. However, CSDN passwords also
have an unusually large number of all digits (3 times as often as Combined-set) which may include keyboard
patterns.

Length
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Fig. 4. Fraction that are multiwords for each length L-structure.

Conclusion and Future Work
We have shown how to systematically incorporate keyboard and alpha string patterns into PCFG-based
password cracking and how to ensure that the resulting grammars are still essentially unambiguous. A
similar approach to other types of patterns could also be undertaken, for example Let speak replacements
and removal of vowels in words. We also showed how smoothing for keyboard patterns can be done. For
multiword smoothing, the work of other researchers related to models for passphrases and use of
linguistic structures could be very useful. We also introduced metrics for attack dictionaries and explored
how they can be used for comparing and improving dictionaries. The improvements resulting in NPC are
significant and do not result in any loss of efficiency so far on long cracking runs. The techniques we have
developed can likely be applied to other cracking systems.
Our results for long cracking sessions of 85 billion guesses show the consistent effectiveness of our
system both in the early and later phase of the cracking curve. We believe that the probabilistic password
cracking approach is extremely useful, but in one way it is also partially limiting. After some time, the contextfree grammar gets “stuck” in a cul-de-sac and will try guesses from patterns seen in the training but which
probably should no longer be tried. The way out of this is to either add new classes of patterns or add
patterns that include the ability to essentially do brute forcing. We intend to explore this in future work.
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